
II~amilies using the Burbage cemetery can nominate special
areas as the resting places of loved ones, like the

Cartwheel Garden at Lychgate Lane.
The choice in monuments, too, is much more varied now. As an
option to traditional headstones, relatives can consider ground,
garden and wall plaques, vases and tablets, sited in appropriate
areas.
Additionally, a garden of remembrance gives families the
opportunity to plant roses or donate trees and shrubs in memory
of a loved one. Benches can also be dedicated.
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o that people of all denominations can use Burbage
Cemetery, the graveyard ground at Lychgate Lane is

unconsecrated. Families, if they wish, can have their plot
consecrated at the time of burial or interment of a cremation
casket.
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Cemetery of the Year



Bince the first burials took place there in 1991, the Lychgate
Lane site which was to become the main cemetery in

Burbage has developed into an area offering unsurpassed
tranquillity and peace, for those who rest there and for their
visiting relatives.

down a leafy village lane, the
"natural"feel has been retained
and encouraged.

he accolade has been
achieved following some

very attentive design work in
the way the cemetery has been
allowed to mature and
develop. Visitors to Lychgate
Lane appreciate the cared-for
orderliness apparent beyond
the imposing entrance gates -
but are equally impressed that
in a graveyard tucked away

• hat's due in part to aflexible
Approach to laying out the

cemetery's various sections -
a flexibility extended to the options
offered tofamilies planning the
final resting place of loved ones.

•
t Burbage Cemetery, the
choice of a burial space no

longer has to be confined to the
uniform, regimented plot
associated with some older
cemeteries.

his beautiful graveyard has grown in stature to become an
award winner. In 2004, Lychgate Lane was voted Cemetery

of the Year, after being highly commended in 2002.

The attractive cartwheel
garden at LyChgate Lane

•
hether for a traditional coffin

or a casket of cremated
remains, the choice is wider these
days. Ashes can occupy a
cremation casket vault, or be
scattered.

A special spot for children

Leafy surroundings encourage the
natural look of lawned burial plots

A wide choice of headstones styles gracing lawned cremation plots at the cemetery Cremation plots and vaults at Lychgate Lane offer families a wide choice


